A Riesz space is almost e-Dedekind complete if it can be embedded as a super order dense Riesz subspace of a oDedekind complete space. The location of this concept in the Main Inclusion Theorem of Luxemburg and Zaanen is investigated; it is shown that this concept is implied by a-Dedekind completeness and by the projection property, that it implies the property of being Archimedean, and that it is independent of the principal projection property and the property of having sufficiently many projections.
Introduction.
For notation and basic terminology concerning Riesz spaces, we refer the reader to [4] . Suppose that Lp is a seminormed Riesz space with the rr-Fatou property, and that A is an ideal of L. While investigating the relationship of the properties of the seminorm on L to those of the quotient seminorm on L\A, the authors have found that aDedekind completeness of L is quite useful, but that a weaker property, called almost a-Dedekind completeness, will often serve equally as well. (The idea is based on the fact that if Lp is almost c-Dedekind complete and has the cr-Fatou property, then it can be embedded nicely in a aDedekind complete space L* with a seminorm p* which extends p, and which also has the oFatou property; one can prove things in L* .and then drop back down to L. See [1] and [2] .) Since this property fits neatly into the Main Inclusion Scheme of Luxemburg and Zaanen [4, pp. 137, 174] and since it seems to be of some independent interest, this paper was written.
2. Almost ff-Dedekind completeness. We recall that a Riesz subspace L of a Riesz space L* is super order dense in L* if for every 6<u* e L* there exists a sequence {//"} of elements of L such that 6Sun]u* in L*. That is, every positive element of L* is a o-upper element of L.
Definition. A Riesz space L is almost a-Dedekind complete if it can be embedded as a super order dense Riesz subspace of a cr-Dedekind complete Riesz space L*. (By "embedding," we mean that the embedding function (f>:L-^-L* is a one-to-one Riesz homomorphism; since the image </>(F) in L* is order dense, this implies that <f> is a normal integral.)
It is obvious that every almost o--Dedekind complete Riesz space is necessarily Archimedean and that every cr-Dedekind complete Riesz space is necessarily almost cr-Dedekind complete. Further, every order separable Archimedean space is almost cr-Dedekind complete since it is super order dense in its Dedekind completion. Also, if L is almost cr-Dedekind complete, we can always assume without loss of generality that the ideal generated in L* by L is L* itself; this implies that every positive element of L* is also a o--lower element of L, for if 6Su* £ L*, then there exists an element u£L such that u*Su. It follows that there exists a sequence {un} of elements of L such that dSu^u-u* in L* so that if vn=u -un £ L, then vn\.u* in L*, and u* is a cr-lower element of L. Proof. Because Quinn's work is done in more generality than we need, and because the proof is much more straightforward in the case that L is Archimedean, we sketch a proof here. (The argument is basically Quinn's.) We recall that the sequence {/"} is order Cauchy if there exists a sequence unid such that \fo-fo+ic\=un for n, k=l, 2, • • • .
Suppose first that L is almost cr-Dedekind complete. It suffices to show that every sequence Hnj*"**:0 is order Cauchy. Embed F in a cr-Dedekind complete Riesz space L* with (F*)+ = «(L+) = /(F+), and suppose that {«"} is a sequence of elements of L with uni = 6. Then unlu*^.6 for some u* £L* and by assumption 6Svn\u* with vn£L. If w" = un-vn for n-l, 2, • • ■ then it is easy to see that wn\6 and that 6Sun-un+kSw" for all n, k.
Conversely, suppose that every order bounded monotone sequence in L is order Cauchy. We note first that L must be Archimedean, so we can embed L in its Dedekind completion L6. We shall show that /(7,+) S "(F+) ; a similar argument shows that t/(L+) £/(L+)-If we let F* = w(F+) -m(L+), it follows easily that L* is cr-Dedekind complete and that (F*)+=«(F+) = /(L+) implying that L is almost cr-Dedekind complete.
To this end, suppose that 6Su* e /(F+) so that un[u* for some sequence {«"} of positive elements of L. By assumption, {//"} is order Cauchy in L, so that 6Sun-un+kSvn for some sequence {/>"} of elements of L with/;" jö. Let wn = VjLi (z/t-i/J+eF; then 0rgwnî^«*.
Since {«"-/»"} order converges to u* in Ld, it follows that ö^wnfw* and thus u* e «(F4").This completes the proof of the theorem. (Note that L* is actually the crDedekind completion of L.)
Quinn also provides the following sufficient (but not necessary) condition that a Riesz space be almost cr-Dedekind complete: If L has the principal projection property (and is hence Archimedean) and if the lattice of principal bands of L is cr-Dedekind complete, then L is almost crDedekind complete.
We come now to the principal result of the paper, which shows the location of the concept of almost cr-Dedekind completeness in the Main Inclusion Scheme of Luxemburg and Zaanen [4, pp. 137, 174]. Theorem 2. Consider the following properties which a Riesz space may possess: super Dedekind completeness iSDC), Dedekind completeness iDC), o-Dedekind completeness (cr7)C), almost o-Dedekind completeness iAaDC), the projection property iPP), the principal projection property iPPP), the property of having sufficiently many projections iSMP), and the property of being Archimedean iArch). Then the following implications iand only these implications) hold: crDC-y AcrDC SDC -v DC V Arch.
SMP
Proof. The other interrelationships having been shown by Luxemburg and Zaanen, we need only show how almost cr-Dedekind completeness fits into the scheme. As noted before, it is obvious that crDedekind completeness implies almost cr-Dedekind completeness, and that almost rr-Dedekind completeness implies the property of being Archimedean. (ii) Example.
An almost o-Dedekind complete Riesz space with sufficiently many projections but without the principal projection property. Let L be the Riesz space of all convergent real sequences with the component-wise ordering. The space L is almost cr-Dedekind complete since it is a super order dense Riesz subspace of the space of bounded real sequences, /oe, which is cr-Dedekind complete (in fact, super Dedekind complete). But L does not have the principal projection property, since if m=(1, 0, |, 0, \, 0, ■ ■ •) then the band generated by u is {{vn} £ L:vn=0 for n even} which is not a projection band since e=(l, 1, 1, ■ • ■) has no decomposition with respect to this band.
(iii) Example. An almost o-Dedekind complete Riesz space with the principal projection property which is not o-Dedekind complete and which lacks the projection property. Let L be the Riesz space of all ultimately constant real sequences with the component-wise ordering. The space L is a super order dense Riesz subspace of /,,, and it is well known that L satisfies the principal projection property, but is not cr-Dedekind complete and fails to have the projection property [4, p. 140] .
(iv) Example. A Riesz space with the principal projection property which is not almost o-Dedekind complete. Let L denote the vector space of all real-valued functions / of a real variable with the property that there exists a two-tailed sequence {xn}™oe of real numbers with • • •<jc_1< x0<xx<-■ -, such that x"-»-co as n-»-oo and xn-*-co as n-*-co and such that/is constant on the open intervals ixk, xk+x) for all integers k. Note that L is a Riesz space under the pointwise ordering, and that order convergence in L implies pointwise convergence. The space L does not have the projection property, for if B={u £ L:uix)=0 for all irrational x}, then B is not a projection band. It is clear, though, that L does have the principal projection property for if tr 6 L is arbitrary, then the band Bv generated by v is simply Bv={f£ L:fox) = 0 whenever /j(x)=0}; by the restrictions on functions in L, this will always be a projection band.
We show next that L is not almost cr-Dedekind complete. Suppose, to the contrary, that L* is a cr-Dedekind complete Riesz space containing L as a super order dense Riesz subspace. As before, we assume without loss of generality that every positive element of L* is both a cr-upper and a cr-lower element of L+. Let rx, r2, • ■ ■ be an enumeration of the rationals and let un be the characteristic function of the set {rx, r2, ■ ■ ■ , /•"}.
Then QSun]Se in L, where e denotes the constant function e(x)=l. Since L* is cr-Dedekind complete, there exists an element u* £ L* such that un\u*Se in L*. Choose a sequence {v"} of elements of L such that vnlu* in L*; there is no loss in generality in assuming that v"Se for all n. It follows easily that //"(/)= 1 for all n and all rationals r and that vn -unJ.0 in L. Note that each vn being an element of L has only countably many discontinuities, so that there exists an irrational number x0 at which every vn is continuous. But w"(x0)=0 for all n so that v"ix0) = vn(xo)~un(xo)iO in R, since order convergence implies pointwise convergence. In particular, for some sufficiently large index N we have *"iv(*o)<i-But vn 's continuous at x0 by assumption and t'v(r)=l for all rationals r. This is an impossibility so that L is not almost cr-Dedekind complete. of [5] .)
